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Online Learning Bulletin 

Dear Team Blatch, 

Welcome to our seventh online learning bulletin.

Our students have had another fantastic week of online learning and 
have produced a wonderful range of work across all their subjects. 

It’s been brilliant to see how many of our students are gaining 
achievement points for their hard work and effort too. 

Our staff are working tirelessly to support students and we’ve been 
sharing good practice to increase the use of pre-recorded audio and 
video clips being used to support our students - using them for giving 
instructions, explanations and feedback. 

Thank you again to everyone in our wider Blatch community - your 
support is invaluable to us. 

We hope you enjoy reading this week’s bulletin. 

Art

Oscar W
Fatima A

Polly K



PSHE

This week our PSHE students have been completing online training on staying well 
during Covid-19. Well done to all of our students who have completed the course 
and earned their certificate.

Aseal A



PSHE

Also in PSHE, our students have been creating letters for our prospective year 6 
students. We really enjoyed reading these letters and hope that those joining us in 
September enjoyed reading them too!

Amelia B

Liam S



PSHE



Design
Our Design students have been mastering 3D modelling design software SketchUp 
this week. Here’s an excellent example of how our year 8 students have been using 
the software. 

Constantinos F



Music

Our GCSE Music students have been focussing on Pop Music this week. Here is 
some of the excellent research they’ve carried out.

Holly T

Will W



Dance
Our GCSE Dance students have been carrying out some excellent theoretical work 
from home this week. Here are some examples of their excellent costume and 
motif analysis.

Frances D

Ivy C



Art

Ms Tighe’s year 7 class have been creating still life artwork based on the artist 
Fernand Leger. We love the use of colour in these pieces of work! 

Eva Z-D Olivia F

Nily V Erin F



Art

Sam S F Noah C

Clara P N Marco K



Art

Meanwhile, Miss Messent’s class have been working on Day of the Dead designs. 
Here is some of their great work.

Harrison C-T

Tilly R

Emily N

Max B



Geography
Year 9 student Amelia B completed some excellent work on development. Miss 
Harrington was so impressed with the work, she said ‘I adored the way Amelia 
approached this. I think I am going to insist that all students approach this task in 
the same way. It really shows an in-depth and insightful analysis into this work.’

 



History
In their year 10 History lessons, students have been researching the battles of Gate 
Fulford and Stamford Bridge. Here is an excellent example of work by Madeleine K.



History



History
Our year 10 students also went on to practice answering exam questions based on 
the succession crisis of 1066. Here’s an excellent example written by Paddy C.



Drama
Yr 9 Drama students having been putting their theatrical skills to use in an 
alternative way this week with a 'Freeze Frame Challenge'. Students had to pick 
one of their favourite images from a film, and recreate it at home with objects from 
their house. Students came up with some really creative ideas that put a smile on 
Ms Field’s face!

Freddie N - The Great Gatsby

Holly C - The Breakfast Club

Issac B - The Blair Witch Project



Don’t forget to share work, photos and 
tips with us on Twitter @blatchmill

#TeamBlatch

https://twitter.com/BlatchMill

